DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

Date: December 10, 2015

To Whom It May Concern:

Honeywell Industrial Combustion hereby declares that the Honeywell optical flame sensors listed hereunder are not individually CE approved, but are included as approved accessory with the CE certification (EN298) of the applicable Honeywell device (i.e. burner controller or flame switch), in combination with its corresponding flame amplifier.

The CE certificate of the Honeywell device does not always specify the exact optical flame sensor model. The device’s CE certificate then automatically covers the flame sensor model listed for use in its product specifications.

Honeywell optical flame sensors are not CE approved when used with non-CE approved devices, nor with any controllers from other device manufacturers, unless specifically designed for use with the Honeywell optical flame sensor.

Honeywell optical flame sensor models:

- **C7012A/C/G-series** (“Purple Peeper” UV flame sensors, intermittent operation)
- **C7012E/F-series** (“Purple Peeper” self-check UV flame sensors, continuous operation)
- **C7027A-series** (“Mini Peeper” UV flame sensors, intermittent operation)
- **C7035A-series** (“Mini Peeper” UV flame sensors, intermittent operation)
- **C7044A-series** (“Mini Peeper” UV flame sensors, intermittent operation)
- **C7061A/F-series** (“Purple Peeper” self-check UV flame sensors, continuous operation)
- **C7076A/F-series** (Adjustable self-check UV flame sensors, continuous operation)

Honeywell CE approved burner controllers and flame switches (EN298):

- **BC1000-series** (simple flame switch, intermittent operation)
- **DBC2000-series** (burner controller, intermittent operation)
- **R4343D/E-series** (simple flame switch, intermittent operation)
- **R4348B-series** (flame switch, continuous operation)
- **RM78xx-series** (burner controller, intermittent and continuous operation)
- **EC78xx-series** (burner controller, intermittent and continuous operation)
- **R8001B-series** (SLATE burner controller module, intermittent and continuous operation)

Refer to the CE certificate of the device to check which flame sensor is approved for use.
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